Introducing E-Z-GO’s Exclusive Lifetime Warranty

The world’s best golf cart just got better. That’s why we can offer the world’s best golf cart warranty, E-Z-GO’s exclusive limited lifetime warranty.*

Because this year, we’ve outdone ourselves and the competition with E-Z-GO innovations that mean more power in our gas cars, greater efficiency in our electric cars, and the latest advances in charger technology.

NEW GAS ENGINE MEANS MORE POWER TO YOU.

Our gas cars feature a newly designed helical axle powertrain that’s quieter, and produces more power and torque!* The new, reliable two-cycle 244cc air-cooled engine has fewer moving parts than competitive engines for less maintenance. Other new powertrain features include an oil injection pump that eliminates inaccurate pre-mixing of fuel, a redesigned, more durable Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT), for less maintenance and a smoother ride, and improved air flow management through the external air intake and around the new vertical cylinder for a cooler running, well-lubricated engine. Every new feature is E-Z-GO’s exclusive sliding ramp design ground speed governor that contains vehicle speed going down hills and gives a smoother, more powerful ride going up hills.

QUICK ELECTRIC EFFICIENCY.

E-Z-GO’s electric golf cart feature an improved helical axle differential and a brazed copper armature motor with all copper windings for a superior 96% average efficiency. Our single solenoid, self-adjusting rheostat-type speed control system uses less energy. And our new, continuous Variable Transmission (CVT) allows a smooth, regulated ride through the gears.

NOBODY BUILDS THEM BETTER.
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